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Cashew information Market Review 

Vietnam 

 

Vietnam cashew kernel export in Q1 of 2022 is down mainly due to decline in Chinese 

imports. In Q1 of 2022, China’s import volume down to 5883 tons and this is as against 

15,532 tons imported during Q1 of 2021. Vietnam exports to China declined due to ‘zero 

covid’ policy of the Chinese government. Moreover, the two governments are tightening 

the issue of cross-border export so that goods are gradually exported through official 

channels.    

 

Vietnam cashew kernel exports to Canada also reduced by close to 30 percent and to United 

Arab Emirates by about 14 percent in Q1 of 2022 as against the same period in 2021. 

  

Vietnam rcn imports in the first half of April totalled more than 160,000 tons. In Q1 

Vietnamese imports were lower owing to either higher carry forward stocks or in 

anticipation of bumper Cambodian crops. With reduction in own crop as well Cambodian 

crop, Vietnam rcn imports are likely to be higher in the coming months.  

 

Cambodian raw cashew production during this season is likely to be down by 20-30 percent 

when compared to last year. Continuous rains during the season/at the time of harvest 

affected the production as well as quality of the crop. The price of fresh cashew as of last 

week fluctuated in the region of VND 14500 and 19000 per kg. During 2021, price ranged 

between VND 18000 and VND25/26000 per kg.    

 

VINACAS foresee exports to pick up in Q2 of 2022 and more so in the second half of this 

year. Also, it anticipates total turnover of cashew kernel in 2022 to be more or less similar 

to that of 2021 or a bit lower, which may not have significant impact. 

 

Current rcn offers are at around USD 1375-1400 per ton for IVC 46-47 lbs. Factories are 

not willing to buy the same at higher levels and they bid around USD 1340-1350 per ton for 

the same. 

 

Very few offers from West African crops.  However, there is still businesses done by 

Vietnamese at price 1300-1310 usd/mt for IVC 46/200 and 1300-1340 usd/mt cnf hcm for 

Ghana 47/200 last week. Current offers for this week are given as follows: 

• IVC 47/200 at 1385 USD/MT CNF HCM 

• Ghana 48/190 at 1450 USD/MT CNF HCM 

• IVC 46/200 at 1340 USD/MT CNF HCM 

 

However, buying interest at the above-mentioned levels not seen. Although there are many 

rumours that crops in West Africa are big short, especially in Benin, but owing to slow 

demand from China and not much demand from Western markets, Vietnamese processors 

are hesitate to cover RCN at the moment. Small processors do not buy much as they did last 

year and will wait to buy from bonded warehouses or floating cargos later when they are 

clearer on the situation of RCN and kernels. 
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Kernel market 

 

During Apr there is quite some quantity of kernels was traded to EU and some to US, 

Australia. Buyers were of the view that kernel price may not come down more in short term 

and hence they cover for their need and may cover for stock to use at a later stage. Many 

medium and big packers are well sold until Jun –Jul, as they bought RCN from early crop. 

There are also packers waiting for higher price of kernels because they think kernels price 

must go up going forward. Almost all packers are cautious to do biz this year, they 

understand that inflation is spreading all over the world coupled with higher fuel and freight 

costs, geo-political tensions and slowdown in economic activity could reduce their demand 

for nuts and preference may shift to other essential products. 

Kernel Price traded recently at below levels: 

W180: 3.60-3.80 

W210: 3.35-3.45 

W240: 2.85-3.00 

W320: 2.75-2.97 

W450: 2.55-2.75 

WS: 2.30-2.35 

LP: 1.90 from medium packer 

SP: 1.40-1.60 

There is tendency to offer at higher price in the market this week. Offers in the market today 

at levels below: 

W180: 3.70-3.80 

W210: 3.45-3.55 

W240: 2.95-3.10 

W320: 2.80-3.00 

W450: 2.75-2.80 

WS: 2.30-2.40 (very less offer) 

LP: 1.90 – 2.05 

SP: 1.40-1.60 

 

Nigeria 

This season Nigeria’s rcn crop is likely to be lower than normal crop by about 40,000 tons. 

Nigeria rcn crop in recent years usually ranges between 240,000 and 260,000 tons. 

Approximately more than 150,000 tons of rcn have arrived at the local markets. It is difficult 

to give figures on how much quantity of rcn has been exported out of Nigeria, considering 

too many shipping challenges. At present, Tincan port is full of containers. CMA and ONE 

Line not accepting any booking for India at present. As the crop is short, not much offers in 

the market at present. People are taking long position and are not releasing the stocks as 

they anticipate price to go up further.       

 

Benin 

In Benin new crop arrivals continue to remain good. Local prices are hovering in the region 

of 700 and 750 cfca per kg. As buyers hesitant to buy cashews at higher levels of USD 1600 

per ton due to non-parity, one can expect decline in price in the coming days. It is early to 

comment on the rcn crop size. A clear picture may emerge by the end of this month. 
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In Cote d’Ivoire since the beginning of the season about 595,000 tons of rcn being 

purchased by traders. About 70,000-75,000 tons of RCN is being procured by the local 

processors. In all 670,000 tons of rcn have arrived so far during this season.     

  

India  

In India, the new RCN crop has started to come in good numbers in Karnataka cashew 

growing regions in the last one week or so. It is too early to predict the exact shortage of rcn 

crop in India. Only by the end of this month a clear picture may emerge. Currently, rain 

damaged rcn is being offered at INR 102-103 per tax in Mangalore region and good quality 

RCN fully dried for 52-53 lbs is being offered at INR 143-144 per kg in Goa and for the 

same in Maharashtra is being offered at INR 135-137 per kg. 

 

In Andhra, Rajmundry region farm gate price of new crop rcn is INR 120 per kg. In Odisha, 

the new crop is delayed and the current offers are around INR 125 per kg +tax.   

 

Currently Benin offers are expected to come down further towards USD 1550-1575 per ton 

for 47 lbs as buyers are not willing to buy at higher levels.  

  

The domestic kernel demand continues to remain steady. Traders were of the view that 

kernel export demand is likely to gain momentum in the coming weeks, which may give 

much needed pick up in the domestic demand. However, the demand for higher whole 

grades of W180, W210, W240 continued to remain poor.    
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Cashew Experts Market Commentary 

Concerns on EU demand, EU buyers can trade with West Africa in Euros  

The stronger cashew kernels market is probably due to timing, tenders and some short 

positions that needed to be covered. There are concerns on EU demand as offtake slows a 

little. That has been a recurring theme throughout the past four years when EU+UK imports 

have risen by an unprecedented 37%.  The drop in consumer confidence due to rising prices 

of staples could have an impact although past evidence suggests that snack demand remains 

strong during recessions. US dollar strength is not likely to impact demand in the short term 

other than to encourage EU buyers to buy in West Africa where they can trade in Euros.   

 

Low price to keep uptick in US demand, steady in India and China to focus on new 

origins  

Based on Q1 export shipments from Vietnam, the North American market remains strong 

with an increase of 8%. Historically low prices have encouraged US demand. Vietnams 

exports are down almost entirely due to the 60% drop in shipments to China which is like 

2020. This needs to be treated with caution. Chinese tree nut import value in Q1 is well up. 

There was some evidence of Chinese buyers sourcing cashew kernels from new origins in 

2020 and early 2021. The 2020 experience tends to indicate that once missed, early year 

buying in China does not recover pointing to lower cashew imports in 2022. Indian demand 

looks steady with the forecast recovery still on track. 2022 may not see the phenomenal 

growth in World demand of 2018-2021 but forecasts of a drop in demand seem premature 

and may be self-serving as RCN buyers come to market.  Short covering and buying to 

cover defaulted contracts are likely to be a feature in the coming weeks. Reduced processing 

volumes in Vietnam may also be a feature in 2022. This will be partly balanced by increased 

processing in West Africa where efficient processors have taken advantage of stable farm 

gate prices to buy competitively.  We do not expect a volatile market but there could be 

some spikes in kernels prices and strong support for niche segments like organic. 

  

Possible reduction in Indian crop size  

The strength in kernels prices has coincided with poor news on harvests and a stronger RCN 

market. The timing suggests that kernels demand was not based on these. From India, the 

World’s second largest producer of cashews and largest consumer, there are continued 

reductions in trade estimates of the crop size. Initial estimates in the range of 750 – 775,000 

tonnes RCN have been pared back to 650 – 700,000 tonnes by some trade commentators. 

Indian buyers have been more active in the RCN market than their Vietnamese competitors 

so far. This marking down of domestic production estimates will encourage them to 

continue. Strong demand rises for origins favoured by Indian buyers e.g., Benin, Ghana, 

Guinea Bissau, and Senegal are likely to continue. Later and lower crop estimates from 

West Africa have added stress to the market and prices have moved to season highs. The 

outlook for the 2022 crop based on current reports is for a reduction on 2021 in the low 

single digits. There may also be a lower processing outturn in Cambodia, Vietnam and Cote 

d’Ivoire further impacting kernels availability.    
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Cambodia rcn crop to be down by around 30 percent 

The reduced buying by Vietnamese processors in the early part of the season 2022 appears 

to be due to the high carry in stock, initial expectations of a good crop in Cambodia, tight 

finances, and a change in strategy by the largest importer. The unsold inventory may, by 

now be reduced by half and the Cambodian crop is likely to be circa 30% below 

expectations. This tightening position has held RCN prices in the international market 

steady and rising. Holders are in general in a strong position. There is not an immediate 

shortage or supply squeeze but nor is there a reason for lower prices. However, the upside 

for RCN prices seems limited based on kernels prices. Look out for slower shipments from 

the late season producers in the Guinea Bissau/Senegal region. With transit times of 60 days 

buyers will need to be active in May to meet the point where domestic supply and inventory 

expires.     

  

April-June is the period when the cashew crop changes hands from farmers with low 

holding/negotiating power to stronger RCN traders and processors. Act 1 in April has seen 

stronger RCN prices and some early moves on kernels. Bullish news started to feed its way 

into the market. Early May holidays may offer an interlude. Thereafter it seems likely that 

the best advice to read the market would be to “follow the money”.    

Source: Jim Fitzpatrick, Ingredient Sourcing Solutions 

 

Cashew nut kernels 

Prices of cashew nut kernels are going up!! Processors and exporters who were thinking (or 

should we say hoping?) of better prices start to realize that RCN prices are not coming down, 

actually are increasing in West Africa. With the disappointing crops in Vietnam and 

Cambodia, the news from West Africa that total crops might be down as 1st and 2nd crop 

were not good, we think that world supply will be stable or slightly down in comparison 

with past season. 

 

Demand is still OK although buyers are reluctant to take long positions as there are concerns 

about the impact of the high inflation numbers worldwide. 

 

The strong Usd (around 1.04-1.05 today) is also not helping the EU buyers to commit further 

volumes. 

 

Spot demand is increasing for buyers to fill up gaps between shipments which shows us that 

consumer demand continues and might not be hit (that much). 

 

As prices in Usd per lbs terms are still quite attractive we would recommend buyers to cover 

positions until Q1, 2023. 

Source: Kees Blokland, Global Trading and Agency, the Netherlands 
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Guinea Bissau 

The RCN market is heating up in the Senegal-Gambia-Bissau sub-region. FOB prices in 

Guinea-Bissau are in the range of $1,250 and 1300 per ton. 

 

The upward trend of prices has of course, led farmers and intermediaries to harbour 

unrealistic expectations, pushing the price in the Bush to 350-375 cfa. 

 

This means a lot of the prefinance already sent to the Bush is at risk of being defaulted on. 

 

Meanwhile, kernel prices have witnessed a modest uptick, but are still not in parity with 

current RCN prices in West Africa. 

 

Exchange rate is also becoming a cause for concern. The dollar is at a historical low 

(meaning very strong) against the EUR at 1.05. Is this strength of the dollar sustainable?  

Considering that the dollar touched this rate only once in the past decade (in 2016), it would 

seem the chances of the dollar weakening in Q3/Q4 are high. 

 

Since most RCN contracts are denominated in USD, if the dollar weakens in Q3/Q4 when 

export proceeds start trickling in, the exporters in the cfa zone of Senegal/Guinea-Bissau 

run the risk of significant exchange losses. 

 

The one silver lining this week is that a lot of exporters have now decided to charter bulk 

vessels. Since a lot of these vessels are expected in June, berthing is going to be a problem. 

But we'll leave that discussion for later! 

Source: John Rao, Bijagos Comerciais S.a.r.l. 

 

Guinea Conakry 

There is frequent rain in Kankan, identifying good quality is the challenge now.  Kankan 

quality ranges between 42lbs and 45lbs.  The arrivals are in full flow in Kankan and also in 

Boke. Boke quality varies between 50lbs and 51 lbs. Arrival moisture of Boke cashews is 

approximately 15 percent and drying loss varies between 5 and 8 percent.  

 

Kankan is traded between $1,200 to $1,300 depending on the quality ranging from 44lbs to 

46lbs according to the payment terms. 

  

Rains were early this year, and it is expected to have difficult for drying rcn  in the coming 

days. 

 

Bookings are becoming difficult day by day. The space availability in Maersk is almost nil, 

and MCS freights have been increased $200 per TEU for the month of May.  

Source: Ashwin Shanmuga Sundaram, Selwin impex 
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Gambia  

Crop looks normal, local price is between GMD70 & GMD73 or about 800CFA. Bookings 

on liners are tough to come by. More number of buyers on the ground when compared to 

normal. Trades have happened between $1,600 and $1,675 C&F per ton. 

Senegal  

Expect Ziguinchor season to start by first week of May after Eid. A lot more than the usual 

buyers on the ground. I heard that few trades had happened at $1600 level. 

Source: Amrith Kurien, Comafrique 

 

Other Nuts Market  

The trades for NPIS closed for the week ended on April 30th at INR 18100-18500/40 kg on 

70% SS Basis equivalent to US $ 2.01 TO $ 2.08 CIF of origin's pricing. FAQ Kernels 

closed the week at INR 655-665/kg. 

 

A fall in the prices had been on expected lines, but such a sudden and steep fall will again 

kill consumer confidence, it's a CRASH, as markets have reacted by over six percent on in 

shells and FAQ Kernels with sentiments looking further weak. 

 

The markets have remained extremely weak since TNT's report as speculators and investors 

are weighing their options on entry and exit further consumer demand has been extremely 

low and slow. The weather has been extremely hot touching 112 Deg F and predictions for 

next week will also not give any respite as they are predicted to touch over 120 Deg 

Fahrenheit. We are in midst of peak marriage season and it seems demand from dry fruits 

& nuts has shifted towards other gifting segments like fresh and exotic fruits, sweets etc. 

 

As stated in earlier reports the volatility in prices at origin and accordingly at destination 

markets has dented the confidence of the buyers, the strategy to take long-term open 

positions has been changing to more of spot purchasing's. These price swings are killing the 

consumer demand or probably shifting to other more stable nuts & Dry fruits. FMCG, and 

other regional/local brands are facing a huge Dilemma in their MRP 's (Maximum Retail 

Price) and MSP's (Maximum Sale Prices) as higher gaps keep the consumers away. 

 

California has become more active in offering as the markets seem to have accepted TNT's 

estimates of 2900 Million lbs. for CY 2022. Though the price reaction has not been much 

on the NP's and is still being offered in the range of US$ 2.00 and 2.05 FAS Basis; however, 

Independence in shell's discounts have increased to over 20 cents/lbs. Offers of US$ 2.10 

CIF for NPIS have gone unsold, probably it's time to sit back and see where the market 

sentiments settle. 

 

Demand for imports is still decent despite a temporary price reaction in FAQ Kernels. The 

future looks good unless we see the 4th wave of Covid-19 as the cases have started rising 

in India. Many State Governments have imposed the first level of restrictions as a protocol 

to control its spread. 
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Pistachio prices remain extremely bullish with California in shell’s trading in the range of 

INR 835 and 850/kg and Iranian Long varieties in the range of INR 900 and 950/kg. Kernels 

are in high demand from Ice-Cream manufacturers. Iranian FAQ kernels are trading from 

INR 1550 to 1600/kg with Californian at INR 1200 and above. 

 

Revision of the GST rates looks imminent, especially in our category, will it rise from 12 to 

18% on Almonds and other nuts is a big question or will it impact only walnuts and raisin 

from 5% to the next higher level? The next week or so will clarify but surely it will have 

some impact on the demand though temporary. 

 

The next few weeks leading to Almond Boards' first estimate of crop will be dull but for me 

June/July should boost the confidence of traders with good demand as supplies get strangled 

due to shipping mess. 

 

FAQ NP Kernels INR 655-665/kg 

NPIS-70% SS basis INR 18,100-18,500/40 kg (equivalent to $ 2.01-2.08/lbs of origin 

prices) 

Independence in 

shells 

** 

Indy Kernels ** 
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Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 
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International Prices of Nuts  

 

Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  

 

 

Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the First Half of May-2022) 

 

Grade Description Grade 

W1-W2 May 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210 3.65 3.75 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240 3.25 3.35 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320 3.00 3.10 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450 2.70 2.85 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210 3.20 3.45 
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India Vietnam
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Grade Description Grade 

W1-W2 May 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240 3.05 3.10 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320 2.75 2.85 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450 2.65 2.70 

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB 2.40 2.45 

FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS 2.45 2.55 

LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP 2.10 2.20 

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP 1.45 1.55 

CHIPPS CH 1.00 1.10 

BABY BITS BB 0.55 0.65 

SCORCHED BUTTS SB 1.90 2.10 

SCORCHED SPLITS SS 1.95 2.15 

SCORCHED PIECES SP 1.35 1.55 

 

Domestic Prices of Nuts 

 

Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production Centre as of 05/02/2022 in INR/Kg 

 

Grades 
Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 
Goa 

Gujarat-

Ahmedabad 

Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 980-1030 882 - - - 1000 - - 

W210 875 816 - 1000 900 880 - 800 

W240 730 683 730 900 810 730 740 730 

W320 700 661 630 775 720 675 680 660 

W400 600 - - - 670 - 610 - 

W450 - 584 610 - 630 610 - 610 

W1 - - - - 700 - - - 

S180 - - - - 1050 - - - 

S210 - - - - 850 - - - 

S240 - - - - 730 680 700 - 

S 640 - 670 - 670 - - - 

LWP 610 600 610 - 630 600 580 630 

SWP 570 - 500 - 470 550 380 - 

K 625 - - 700 670 610 630 - 

JH 670 - - - 700 635 660 670 

SSW 590 - - - - - - - 

BB 375 - - - 310 350 - - 

JK/JB 640 - - - 650  580 - 

SW - - 560 - - - - - 

DP/SP 560/590        

 

Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Panruti, Mangalore, and Gujarat prices are without 

tax.   Marked in red not reported. 
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Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  

 

Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as of 05/02/2022 in INR/Kg  

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1180 - 

W210 950 900 

W240 850 780 

W320 740 690 

LWP 630 610 

SWP * 510 

JH/S * 685 

BB 390 350 

 

CNSL Market Updates  

 

Table-5: CNSL Market Updates as of 05/02/2022 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 52 8.7 15.5 

 

Courtesy: by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka  

 

Currency Impact  

 

Table-6: Currency Movement – FOREX Rates  

  

 Currency 04-22-2022 04-29-2022 
Wk-on-Wk % 

Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  76.46 76.45 -0.01 

Euro (EUR) 1.0794 1.0541 -2.34 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 128.56 129.83 0.99 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 4.79 4.97 3.76 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.5010 6.6080 1.65 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.3708 1.3835 0.93 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2317.00 2320.00 0.13 

Thai Baht (THB) 33.97 34.24 0.79 

Mozambique New Metical 

(MZN) 64.10 64.10 0.00 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 22965.00 22962.00 -0.01 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14356.00 14495.00 0.97 

West African Franc (XOF) 604.61 617.50 2.13 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 7.60 7.52 -1.05 
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 Currency 04-22-2022 04-29-2022 
Wk-on-Wk % 

Change 

EURO West African Franc 652.62 650.91 -0.26 

  

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 76.19 75.85 76.85 77.25 

EURO 647 641 658 662 

EURUSD 1.05 1.03 1.08 1.10 

  

     

 Indian rupee may trade sideways ahead of US Fed meet        

                           

• Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 76.77 and 76.25 and finally settled the 

week almost unchanged at 76.46 against the dollar as on Apr 22. 

• Rupee is trading well above 76 since April 12, signalling room for further weakness 

going forward. 

• The US dollar index continue to remain firm, anticipating rate hike by US federal 

reserve later this week. 

• Amid FII outflows, LIC IPO may keep the rupee under check as good inflows are 

foreseen during this week.       

• One can foresee rupee to trade in the broader range of 75.75 and 77.25 going 

forward.  

  

EUR/USD 

EUR settles the week at five-year low           

        

• EUR last week traded in the region of 1.0815 and 1.0469 and settled the week at 

1.0544 as on Apr 29. 

• Last week, the Euro plunged after central bank President Christine Lagarde said 

monetary authorities may need to cut the growth outlook as a result of the fallout from the 

Ukraine war. Moreover, Eurozone Q1 GDP data came in at 0.2 percent as against the growth 

of 0.3 percent in Q1 of 2021.  

• This week data on German retail sales and eurozone manufacturing PMI/consumer 

confidence will be closely watched further.  

• Technically EUR and may trade in the broader region of 1.0300 and 1.1000 against 

the USD going forward and breach of lower support will invite further selling pressure.     
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News 

Cambodia: cashew processing facilities worry about material shortages 

Processing cashews to worry about shortage of raw materials   

In the first quarter of 2022, Cambodia exported 213.41 tons of processed cashew nuts, an increase 

of more than 300% over the same period last year. 

Source:https://www.vinacas.com.vn/campuchia-co-so-che-bien-dieu-lo-thieu-hut-nguyen-lieu-

bv2913.htm 

Many border gates with China restore customs clearance 

On April 24, the City People's Committee. Mong Cai (Quang Ninh province) and the city 

government. Dongxing (China) had a meeting to discuss solutions to build a safe green zone and 

restore customs clearance at the openings and border gates between the two localities from 8:00 

a.m. on April 26, 2022. 

Source:https://www.vinacas.com.vn/nhieu-cua-khau-voi-trung-quoc-khoi-phuc-thong-quan-hang-

hoa-bv2912.htm 

https://www.vinacas.com.vn/campuchia-co-so-che-bien-dieu-lo-thieu-hut-nguyen-lieu-bv2913.htm
https://www.vinacas.com.vn/campuchia-co-so-che-bien-dieu-lo-thieu-hut-nguyen-lieu-bv2913.htm
https://www.vinacas.com.vn/nhieu-cua-khau-voi-trung-quoc-khoi-phuc-thong-quan-hang-hoa-bv2912.htm
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be responsible 

for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred by any party 

either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to us 

at content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 
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